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INTRUDUCTION

During the period January 26, 1985 to 

February 20, 1985Forpro Resources Ltd. .conducted a 

VLF-EM survey over the Ormont Explorations Ltd. 

property, Detour Lake Area, Northeastern Ontario.

*
This survey was carrLed out in an attempt to 

define a geophysical signature comparable to that ; 

found at the Detour Lake Gold Mine.

The geophysical response at the mine consists 

of a strong electromagnetic response from iron sulphides 

and a strong coincident magnetic high.

This report describes the exploration

techniques employed during the survey and the results 

with recommendations for further gold exploration.

LOCATION 4 ACCESS

The subject property is located in Northeastern 

Ontario at latitude 50O 07' and longitude 79O44' or 

approximately 140 airmiles northeast of Timmins, Ontario,

The property consists of 16 contiguous 

unpatented mining claims numbered 790310 to 790325 

inclusive.

The claims are located approximately 4 miles 

northwest of the minesite on the Sunday Lake map 'sheet, 

Porcupine Mining Division, District of Cochrane.
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LOCATION 4 ACCESS cont'd

the Detour Lake Gold Mine is serviced by an 
all-weather gravel road from Cochrane. The Ormont 

property is accessible via float equipped aircraft.

SURVEY PARAMETERS

Prior to the VLF-EM survey a blazed and 

picketed grid was established on the Ormont property. 

The grid consisted of an east-west baseline with 
north-south crosslines located at 120 meter intervals. 

Stations along the crosslines were located at 20 meter 

spacings.

During the VLF-EM survey, a total of 22.3 

kilometers of line were surveyed. Cutler, Maine, 

which transmits at a frequency of 24.0 KHz was used as 

a signal source. This station provided a suitable EM 

coupling with the interpolated geological strike.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

No rock outcrop is known to exist on the 
Ormont property. The property is interpretted as 

being underlain by intermediate to mafic metavolcanics.

The lack of outcrop on this property precludes 

any structural interpretation.
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INSTRUMENTATION

The VLF-EM method employs as a source one of 

the numerous submarine communication transmitters in 

the 15 to 25 KHz band located throughout the world. 

At the surface oft the earth these radio waves propagate 

predominantly in^-a single mode along the earth-air 

interface. This mode is known as the "surface wave". 

Over flat homogeneous ground in the absence of vertical 

conductive discontinuities the magnetic field component 

of this radio wave is horizontal and perpendicular to 

its direction of propagation.

Commercial VLF instruments enable detection 

of disturbing structures by measuring the tilt angle 
of the major axis of the polarization ellipse. On flat 

homogeneous ground the tilt angle will be zero, but in 

the vicinity of conducting disturbances it will acquire 

a finite value.

Direction of tilt indicates direction of the 

disturbing structure. Ability, to deduce such parameters 

as depth, depth extent, dip and width of anomalous 

structures is minimal. Fortunately, this does not 

seriously affect location of points where VLF profiles 

cross the upper limit of dipping structures which can 

be identified as areas of greatest change in tilt angle 

per unit of distance.

The transmitting station used during the survey 

was Cutler, Maine at 24.0 KHz.
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INSTRUMENTATION cont'd

The data is presented as profiles with 

positive to the left, negative to the right. The 

instruments specifications are given in Appendix 1

INTERPRETAT

The VLF profile map defines nine'anomalous 

zones. Two of these zones are considered as "fair" 

conductors and may represent a bedrock source. The 

other anomalies suggest that conductive overburden is 

the cause. Each conductor will be discussed in more 

detail as follows:

Anomaly "A"

This conductor trends north-east from Line 

1560W, 960N to Line 1320W, 1140N. This anomaly has 

moderate in-phase values. Conductive overburden is 

contributing somewhat to this EM response. This

conductor is rated as "poor".
N

Anomaly "8"

This conductor is located on Line 1560W, IN 

and extends to Line 1320, BLO. Another conductor "B-2" 

may be an extension of "B-r1". Conductor "B-1 W has 

relatively constant, moderate in-phase response and is 

rated as "fair". Poor quadrature response indicates 

that conductive overburden is contributing to the EM 

response.
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INTERPRETATION cont'd

Anomaly "C"

Anomaly W C" located on Line 1200W, 575N and 

trends south-east to Line 960W, 430N. This conductor 

has a weak in-phase response and is probably caused 

by conductive overburden. Conductor "C-2" may be*an 

extension of "C-1". These anomalies are rated as s* 
"poor".

Anomaly "D"

This conductor is located on Line 960W, 1060N 

and trends south-east to Line 600W, 7AON. The con 

ductor has a good in-phase response but poor quadrature 

values indicate that conductive overburden or clay near 

the edge of the lake is contributing to the EM response 

Anomaly "D" is rated as "poor".-

Anomaly "E"

This conductor is located on Line 24QE, 1160N 

and trends east to Line OW , 1130N. A moderate in-phase 

response may indicate s weakNaedrock"^ source. Poor quad 

rature response indicates conductive clay or overburden 

is contributing to some extent to the EM response. 

This conductor is rated as "fair".

These conductors have poor to moderate in-phase 

responses but poor quadrature readings indicate con 

ductive overburden is the primary cause of the EM . 

responses. These anomalies are rated as "poor".'
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CONCLUSIONS

A total of five significant VLF-EM conductors 
were outlined on the Ormont property. Two of these 

conductors ("8 W and "E") may warrant further investi 

gation to better define the orientation and nature of 

these zones.
,"*

V

The Ormont property does not appear to have 
a geophysical signature that is similar in strength 

or persistence to the response .found over the Detour 

Lake gold deposit.

In spite of the lack of a "Detour type" 

geophysical response the property is underlain by 

a favourable geological environment for gold minera 

lization. Further investigation.is sarraated to 
properly evaluate the potential of this property.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The gold at the Detour Lake mine is associated 

with heavily disseminated iron and copper sulphides. 

This disseminated type of mineralization could go 

undetected very easily using conventional EM systems. 

Without resorting to extreme expenses to investigate 

the property a minimal work program should include:

1 . A proton-precession magnetometer ' 

survey should be conducted over the 

entire property using the existing 
grid.
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RECOMMENDATION5 cont'd

2. If VLF-EM responses can be correlated 
with magnetic anomalies an induced 

polarization survey should be carried 

out over selected areas.

3. If any rock outcrop exists on the 

property these outcrops should be 
geologically mapped and sampled.

A re-evaluation of this property should be 

made after these surveys are completed.

Respectfully submitted,

Don Hillier
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CERTIFICATE

that:
I, Don Hillier of Timmins, Ontario certify

1. I am a graduate of the University of 

British Columbia, Vancouver} B.C. with 

a B.Se. degree in Geology obtained in 

1981.

2. I have been practicing my profession 

in Canada since graduation.

3. I have no direct or indirect interest 

in the properties or securities of 
Ormont Explorations Ltd. nor do I 

expect to receive any.

Dated at Timmins, Ontario 

This 7th day of March, 1985 Don Hillier, B.Se.
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Pioneered and patented exclusively by Geonlc* UmtltdL Vi* 
VLF method o* electromagnetic surveying has been proven to 
b* a major advance In exploration geophysical Instrumentation

Sine* Hw beginning of 19651 large) number of mining 
companies have found the EM16 system to meet the need tot 
a simple), light and effective exploration tool for mining 
geophysical. .

The VLF method uses the military and time standard VUP 
transmissions as primary Held. Onty a receiver la then used to 
measure the secondary fields radiating from the local con 
ductive targets. This allows a very light, one-man instrument 
to do the fob. Because of the almost uniform primary field, 
good respo'nse from deeper targets is obtained.

Tie EM16 system provides the in-phasa and quadrature 
components of the secondary field with tha potaritia* indtcalad.

Interpretation technique has been highly developed particularly 
to differentiate deeper targets from the many surface Indication*.

Principle of Operation
Tne VLF transmitters have vertical antennas. The magnetic 
s'gnal component is then horizontal and concentric around 
:-e transmitter location.

Specifications
Source of primary field 

Transmuting station* used

Operating frequency rang* 

Parameters measured

VLF transmitting stations. Heading time

' ' Ihod of reading

H Scale rang* 

"tadabinty

d4*'f4d stalks frequency can be 
supplied with the instrument in the 
form of plug-In tuning units. Two 
tuning units can b* plugged In at one 
time. A switch selects either station.

About) S-25kHx.

(1) the vertical In-phasa component 
(tangent of the tilt anal* of the 
polarization ellipsoid).
(2) The vertical out-of-pnas* (quadra 
ture) component (the snort axis of the 
polarization ellipsoid compared to the 
long axis).

In-phas* from a mechanical Inclino 
meter and quadrature from a calibrated 
dial. Nulling by audio ton*.

In-pha**   1 50H ; quadrature   401fc. Shipping weight

10-40 seconds depending 
strength.

Operating temperature rang*  40 to SO* C. 

Operating controls

Power Supply

Dimension*

Weight

Instrument supplied with

ON-OFF switch, battery tt 
button, station selector, sv 
volume control, quad'atur
5 40*. inclinometer dial

6 Size AA {penllghO alkali 
Lit* about 200 hours.

42x14x9cm(16xS.Sx: 

1.6kg(3.Slb*4

Monotonlc speaker, carr) 
manual of operation, 3 st; 
plug-In tuning units (add) 
quencles are optional), S4

4.3 kg {10 Ibs,)
* *

9 9

CEONICS LIMITED O**1*"*'* * manufacturer*

 ubeldUryot
Oeerlnq M*n:iif i tnc

2 Thorncliffe Park 
Toronto/Onta/io/l 
M4H1H2 
Tel: 425-1894

Oaonic*



l Courtesy of Nawfoundland i Labrador Corp. Ltd.

Are** of VI* Signal* 
Coverage srtowft o/i/y for w*ff-*nown sfaf/on*. Off)** 
rtlitbla. tulty oparat'onal stations ei/at. For full inlort 
ragardingVLf signals in your area consult Oaonics 
Limitad. Ettansiva flald experience hit ptoved thtt fi 
circles of coverage shown ara very contervaf/ye and 
actually much target In antant.

iM 16 Profile overLockport Mine Property. Newfoundland 
l case histories on request

vertical coil

horizontal 
coil

"l T"T
10-0 * to

Station Selector

3
" v D tuning units can ba plugged 

at ona I/me. A switch salads 
 ~tr station.

Receiving Coll* 
Verf/ca/ receiving coil circuit In 
instrument picks up any vert/caJ 
signal preienf. Horizontal receV- 
/ng co/7 circuit, itttr automatic 
90* signal phasa shift, feeds s/ynW 
/nfo quadrature dial In tafias with 
tha racaivlng colt.

In-Phase Dial
shows tha tilt-angla of f/t* Instrv- 
mant tot minimum signal. This 
angla Is tha measure of ffi* varVcal 
in-phasa signal expressed In 
parcantaga whan compared lo ffi* 
horizontal ffe/d.

Quadrature Dial
la calibratad In parcantaga
Ings and nulls tha vartlcal (
rafure signal in tha vartlcaJ
circuit.

"* 1

*
: '

1
f
i

By selecting a suitable transmitter station as a'source, tha 
16 user can survey with the most suitable primary field

The EM 16 has two receiving colls, one for the pick-up of th* 
S^rizontal (primary) field and the other for detecting any 
anomalous vertical secondary field. The coils are thus ortho- 
gonal, and are mounted inside the instrument "handle".

-.e actual measurement is done by first tilting the coil 
ssembly to minimize the signal in the vertical (signal) coil and 

t H en further sharpening the null by using the reference signal 
^ buck out the remaining signal. This Is done by a calibrated 
Quadrature" dial. r

The tangent of the tilt angle Is the measure of the vertical 
In-phase component and the quadrature reading is the sit 
at right angles to the total field. All readings are obtained 
per centages and do not depend on the absolute amplituc 
of the primary signals present

Th* "null" condition of the measurement is detected by tt 
drop in the audio signal emitted from the patented re son i 
loudspeaker. A jack is provided f or't ho se preferring the u 
of an earphone instead.

The power for the instrument is from 6 penlight cells. A bi 
tester is provided.
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Type of Survey(s) ' Tow

VLF Electromaanetic Survey and Line cuttinq S
Claim Holder(s) , . i

Address C, t -^/^ -ft^L-i^xl^W *VA^-eM-*^V**A *

aj-eurrdlu ^Aiikbi'llb/ Tliniiilna. 0*ni
Survey Company

Ingamar Explorations Limited

fcr/
* -JLt~*

[ .^* ^^ -1trr^-tt^"-**
Date of Survey (from 8
1,2 85

Day j Mo. | Yr. D

nship or Area

unday Lake Area G-1677
Prospector's Licence No. 

f J yfl^Afl
?K ^"''^l 1*4 f*/

"/)0 fl /A. /Q- SL
' fff\ YO 4 W ft'

i to) Total Miles of line Cut

.Vi MO. i Yr5 16 Miles
Name and Address of Author (of Geo-Technical report)

Don Hillier. Box 831. Timmins Ont.
Credits Requested per Each Claim in Columns at right
Special Provisions

For first survey:

Enter 40 days. (This 
includes line cutting)

For each additional survey: 
using the same grid:

Enter 20 days (for each)

Man Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total (s) here

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

- Magnetometer

- Radiometric

- Other 

Geological 

Geochemical

Days per 
Claim

40

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

Days per 
Claim

Note: Special provisions ! Electromagnetic j 
credits do not apply | — 
to Airborne Surveys.

Type of

Calculation of Expenditure Days CtedJU -' 

Total E

Instructions
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at the claim holder's 
choice. Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Date

Feb,25,1985 Hi
ptJSignature) 

j( kjL^
Certification Verifying Report of Work

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)
Mining Claim

Prefix | Number

790310

790311

790312

790313

790314

790315

790316

790317

790318

790319

i 790320

790321

790322

790323

790324

790325

Expend. 
Days Cr.

Mining Claim
Prefix

*te
tLn^

'G'

Number
Expand. 
Days Cr.

Zfc
'LLs. s*s
VSS&*te'o*

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this 
report of work.

l hereby certify that l have a personal and intimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the Report of Work annexed hei^to^Xaving performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name end Postal Address of Person Certifying
Donald Hillier

Box 831, Timmins, Ont Date Certified

Feb. 25. 19RS

f rrtified

t 35? 181



INGAMAR EXPLORATIONS LIMITED
CEDAR HILL CONNAUGHT, ONTARIO TON 1AO

TEL. (705) 433-3551 or (705) 264-3100

TELEX 067-81502

March 13, 1985 Our File 85-9 Ormont

S.E. Yundt, Director 
Ministry of Natural Resources 
Land Management Branch 
Whitney Block 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3

9 1985

SUBJECT: VLF EM-16 SURVEY - Sunday Lake Area
16 claims P-790310 to P-790325 inclusive

Dear Madam,

Please find enclosed two copies of the VLF EM-16 
Survey Report on the above property. Also enclosed are the 
required maps and work report.

Sincerely,
INGAMAR EXPLORATIONS LIMITED



Mining Lands Section 

Control Sheet

File No

TYPE OF SURVEY GEOPHYSICAL 

GEOLOGICAL 

GEOCHEMICAL 

EXPENDITURE

MINING LANDS COMMENTS:

Signature of Assessor

Date
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790310

790311

INGAMAR EXPLORATIONS
forrORMONT

V.L.F. EM-16 SURVEYQUEBEC

LEGEND

CLAIM POST 
UNLOCATEO POST

true cross-ovsr 
all readings taken 
facing North

IN PHASE
QUADRATURE
STATION: CUTLER, MAINE 
FREQUENCY: 24.0 KHZ. 
CONDUCTOR AXIS 

"10 VERTICAL SCALE IN

Sunday Lake Area

SCALE 1cm. i 20m.
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